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Cross-species transmissions—that is, when pathogens infecting one
species “jump” to infect another species1—pose considerable challenges to global
health.2 As the consequence of complex, dynamic, ongoing interactions between
pathogens, people, other mammals, and forest ecologies, cross-species disease
transmissions are not unusual in human history; indeed, many human pathogens
have animal origins.3 Moreover, some zoonoses and human diseases of animal
origin have developed into devastating global pandemics through the centuries.
Consider, for instance, the bubonic plague pandemics, facilitated by global mobility and trades, that ravaged populations from China to Europe from the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, and wreaked havoc in the late nineteenth century.4
But over the last several decades, cross-species transmissions have acquired a
singular importance as a major source of “emerging infectious diseases.”5 Studies
tell us, for instance, that emerging infectious diseases have increased since 1940,
and that more than 60.3 percent of these events are zoonoses.6 Such alarming
reports have only bolstered what Andrew Lakoff and Stephen Collier have described as “a growing perception . . . that new biological threats challenge existing ways of understanding and managing collective health and security.”7
Public health planners perceive the cross-species transmissions that generate new human illnesses as a threat to biosecurity, a preoccupation with
securing health that commentators identify as one of global health’s central
features.8 Experiences of SARS and other coronaviruses and avian and H1N1
influenza demonstrate all too compellingly that disease transmission between
animals and human beings, facilitated by the intensified circulation of people,
capital, animals, pathogens, and technologies, are a recurrent aspect of life on
earth, often in highly uneven and unpredictable ways. But this alarm may have
more to do with contemporary politics of biosecurity preparedness and the
exigencies of preparing for the worst possible scenario than it does with genuinely new health threats.9 Anticipating through surveillance or managing a
future threat is patently impossible, inherently incomplete, and extraordinarily



costly.10 But some biomedical researchers and their funders still find that the
promise of identifying uncertain future threats justifies funding for research
on host shifts.11
Central Africa has acquired a notable role in contemporary biomedical
analyses, as a site of pathogen sharing, infectious disease emergence, and potential threat to global health security.12 In central Africa, people, great apes, pathogens, and their broader ecologies have all been significant actors in a dynamic,
complex evolutionary history that has produced some of the most devastating
pathogens to human beings and nonhuman primates alike. Many diseases afflict
both people and great apes, including retroviruses (HIV and SIV), but also
hemorrhagic fevers (Ebola and Marburg viruses), falciparum malaria, yellow
fever, shigella and salmonella, tuberculosis, filariasis, polio, and anthrax.13
Some biomedical researchers, conservation and public health planners, and
funding institutions have contended that the threat of cross-species transmissions
between people and apes has escalated with intensified “contact” from the early
twentieth century—primarily in the form of “anthropogenic change” (more intensive hunting and other forest exploitation practices, population increase, and
urbanization), which renders human beings all-powerful (and self-destructive)
and great apes defenseless. A historical, anthropological analysis modifies this
claim: it shows that “contact” has changed in different ways over time.
This essay examines the implications for global health of integrating
longer-term perspectives and local narratives with biomedical understandings
about human-ape disease transmission in equatorial Africa’s northern forest. It
presents evidence that the northern forests where great apes live and where some
notable host shifts have occurred have had a lengthy history of human mobility, settlement, trade, and forest exploitation. This history reveals the complexity, variability, and nonlinearity of human–great ape and human-environmental
relations. These dynamic processes are at odds with the unilinear assumptions
embedded in biomedical and global health analyses of host shifts and epidemic
outbreaks in equatorial Africa. These historical patterns underscore the limitations of global health initiatives in predicting and controlling cross-species transmissions. Moreover, northern forest narratives show that “contact” with great
apes has been fluid and multifaceted. In contrast to biomedical and global health
narratives, not all contact is pathogenic.
This essay is organized in two sections. The first critically evaluates the
temporalities used by biomedical (virological, epidemiological, and primatological) researchers and conservation planners, who focus on the uniqueness
of recent anthropogenic change in order to project an increased risk of future
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cross-species transmissions and escalating global circulation of pathogens and
epidemic disease.14 The second section analyzes the narratives of people–great
ape relations by Africans of the northern forest.

Cross-Species Transmissions, People, and Great Apes
Virologists, primatologists, evolutionary biologists, and epidemiologists have
investigated the transmission of pathogenic agents between humans and great
apes in the equatorial African forest.15 A 2010 study identifies Central Africa
as a “hotspot” of pathogen sharing and infectious disease emergence, a region
where people, chimpanzees, and gorillas engage in frequent, close contact.16
Some pathogens have shifted from nonhuman primate reservoirs into human
populations and vice versa; other infectious diseases have emerged from other
animal reservoirs but then infected human and/or nonhuman primates. The
role of human-ape contact in provoking cross-species disease transmission is
widely debated. According to some evolutionary biologists, virologists, and
epidemiologists, contact between people and apes is one factor among many
that facilitates disease emergence. Pedersen and Davies, for instance, enumerate three “drivers,” all of which could, but do not necessarily, implicate human
beings: “(1) an increase in host population density and contact rates, (2) environmental changes that effect host quality and demography, and (3) changes in
host mobility and behavior.”17
For pathogens with nonhuman primate origins, some biomedical researchers have placed considerable weight on recent anthropogenic change
and emphasize the destructive and deadly consequences of human interventions that facilitate closer contact between people and apes in the equatorial
forest, even when they lack compelling virological, epidemiological, or historical evidence of increased encroachment of people on primate habitats.
One group of ecological and primatological researchers asserted that “within
the last several decades, humans have been responsible for massive, irrevocable
changes to primate habitats. . . . As anthropogenic habitat change forces humans and primates into closer and more frequent contact, the risks of interspecific disease transmission increase.”18 Similarly, biomedical researchers studying
the origins of HIV have used molecular clocks to suggest that the simian
ancestor (SIVcpz) of the pandemic strain of HIV first infected human beings
in the early twentieth century.19 They explain HIV’s emergence by identifying
“historical” developments occurring at the same time: colonial rule, increased
hunting of all game, but especially chimpanzees and gorillas, intensified urbanization, and human migration.20
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A similar temporality is found in some virological and primatological explanations of Ebola hemorrhagic fever. Wolfe and colleagues cite the escalation of twentieth century hunting and butchering of wild animals (including
chimpanzees and other nonhuman primates) as a contributing factor to Ebola
transmission and outbreaks in the first decade of the 2000s, observing that
during the 20th century, firearms increased the efficiency and frequency
of hunting. Both subsistence and commercial hunting with wire snares
and firearms are widespread activities through the forests of central
Africa. . . . In addition, road networks and increasing opportunities for
transporting hunted game have led to an increase in sales and the rate
of hunting.21

Nonetheless, virologists conducting a phylogenetic analysis of the Ebola
viruses circulating among people and great apes in previous outbreaks have
presented models of “multiple independent emergence” of the virus lineages.22
The authors suggest that complex patterns of mobility and contact within the
animal reservoir (fruit bats), but also movement and contact of “susceptible
species” (great apes, people, or other susceptible animals) triggered these outbreaks.23 In this view, nonanthropogenic change may have contributed to or
triggered Ebola’s emergence.
The degree to which human action contributes to the spread of Ebola
hemorrhagic fever outbreaks once they have erupted in human populations
is unclear. Multiple modes of transmission sustain these outbreaks. Human
contact with meat or bodily fluids of great apes (and other forest animals) in
contexts of hunting, trapping, and butchering is an important risk factor, but
scientific research also brings human beings in proximity to apes and can facilitate virus transmission. In addition, human contact with sick patients in health
care settings and with the deceased during funerary rites is especially risky.24
Some researchers have projected uncertainties about contemporary host
shifts, emergence, and transmission and projected them into future threats. They
argue that understanding the dynamics of any cross-species transmission is of critical future importance, since it permits insight into the emergence of new viruses
and provides the impetus for epidemiological surveillance to detect them.25 Biomedical researchers have used these arguments to rally popular support for their
research. Primatologists have worried in the pages of the journal Nature that these
host shifts threaten the future of chimpanzee and gorilla populations in Africa.
Fundamentally, such arguments about unidirectional disease transmission
between apes and humans rest on erroneous historical and cultural assumptions.
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By focusing on twentieth-century changes to the equatorial African rain forest, such analyses presume that colonial rule violently wrested the entire forest
and its population from a precolonial equilibrium, and that hunting of great
apes has escalated steadily ever since.

Long-Term Historical Change in the Equatorial African Forests
Human–great ape contact has a very long history in equatorial Africa. Human
habitation of the equatorial African rain forests extends as far back as 40,000
to 35,000 b.p., and development and growth of forest villages and agriculture
in present-day southern Cameroon date to the mid-to-late second millennium b.c.e.26 The forest-farming complex, which included forest disturbance
through fire and clearing, provided a habitat conducive to breeding of Anopheles gambiae, the mosquito “complex” most heavily involved in falciparum malaria transmission in Africa.27 Some groups of forest-dwelling peoples practiced
sedentary lives, whereas others were more mobile, but Kairn Klieman finds
linguistic evidence of much larger human settlements that came with the cultivation of yams, bananas/plantains, and flourishing regional trade developing
in the equatorial African rain forest between 1500 and 500 b.c.e.28 This evidence,
though distant from contemporary debates, highlights that mobility, hunting,
trade, settlement, and forest disturbance have a very long history in the equatorial forests.
Viewing African history over the longue durée also offers insight into an
earlier host shift between human beings and nonhuman primates. The nonhuman primate origins of Plasmodium falciparum (malaria) have come under
scrutiny in the past several years, with researchers debating whether falciparum
malaria crossed from western lowland gorillas, chimpanzees, or bonobos to
people or through contact with other non-ape primates.29 Despite controversy
over methods and interpretations of results, these studies attest to very long
term, intensive contact between human and nonhuman primates, with the
significant host shift of falciparum malaria from nonhuman primates to people.
The date of this shift remains the subject of ongoing research and debate, with
hypotheses as of 2013 ranging from 50,000 years ago, when human beings left
Africa; to between the second and first millennia b.c.e., with the expansion of
plantain/banana cultivation and of larger human settlements in the rainforests;
to between 112,000 and 1,036,000 years ago (median 365,000 years ago).30
	Even in more recent centuries, human mobility, settlement, trade, and
contact with great apes were all features of this dynamic forest region. In the
nineteenth century, pressures on northern equatorial forest inhabitants came
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from the north, south, and east, precipitating a period of intensive warfare,
flight, and slave raiding, as well as hunting and trade in food crops and forest
bark products for bodily adornment.31
During the nineteenth century, some social groups within the Sangha
basin forests and further south hunted chimpanzees and gorillas.32 In the nineteenth century, big game hunting and trapping were sufficiently effective to
supply a dynamic regional and international trade in ivory and meat, and in
some parts of central Africa to deplete elephant populations.33
This brief historical sketch suggests that late twentieth-century political
ecological changes are part of a much longer history. The “scientific” assumption that human beings had little or no contact with great apes in the equatorial forests prior to the twentieth century is naive and uninformed.

People and Apes: Narratives from the Northern Equatorial African Forests
African narratives reflect on the interactions between people and apes over
at least the past century and a half in the northern forest societies of equatorial Africa.34 In contrast to biomedical assumptions presuming that “contact”
comes only in the form of destructive “anthropogenic change” with inherently
devastating consequences, northern forest narratives suggest a greater range
of and fluidity in human interactions with apes and some monkeys. These
narratives reveal great apes and some monkeys as simultaneously part of and
distinct from human worlds; the narratives elicit a sense of familiarity with
great apes and monkeys, recount recollections of a distant shared past, and reveal exchanged knowledge of forest spaces and resources, but they also evoke
fierce competition for forest resources, and sometimes the risk of illness and
death.35 The equatorial African narratives suggest that people-ape contact is
intimate and of long standing.
In this analysis, “northern forest societies” refer to a region of northern
Gabon and the Sangha River basin that has long been peopled by a mosaic of
interacting language groups (including Bantu A.80 and C.10 groups as well as
the Bangando-Ngombe subgroup of the Gbaya branch of Ubangian languages).
In the nineteenth century, these groups shared patterns of political and social organization: they were small-scale, geographically scattered, highly mobile
collectivities (frequently patriclans), often organized around an open shelter
(council house) where male kin would gather, allocate labor and food from a
constellation of wives’ kitchens, and adjudicate disputes. They developed close
relations with neighboring communities, leading to sustained economic, linguistic, agricultural, and cultural exchanges that interwove this complex cultural
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mosaic. Prior to the mid-nineteenth century, middle and upper Sangha basin
peoples engaged in small-scale trade, concluded blood brotherhoods and marriages, exchanged different varieties of maize, cassava, and yams, and shared
other forms of cultural expressions.36 After midcentury, increased competition
for slave labor and forest resources precipitated small-scale flight among upper
and middle Sangha basin peoples. Oral and explorers’ accounts attest to warfare,
shifting alliances, and mutual enslavement among Mpiemu and Bakwele, Gbaya,
Bangando, and Kako speakers within the Sangha forests—relations that both
divided and brought communities together in complex, dynamic consociation.
Great Apes and Human Origin Stories

The northern forest narratives portray past dynamics of collaboration, competition, exchange, and expropriation between people and great apes, and the
varied consequences of ape-human contact. Bulu and Beti peoples living in
southeastern Cameroon in the early twentieth century invoked a distant, undated past in which people and gorillas were connected by kin ties and mutual
rights and obligation and occupied the same domestic spaces. Families included both people and apes, and relatives were expected to behave according
to rules of respect, sharing, and mutual support. One gorilla’s rapacity for meat
and women, however, ruptured this peaceful cohabitation between people and
gorillas. The gorilla demanded more than his share of family resources, staking
a claim to the prized head of a killed elephant and sleeping with one of his
human uncle’s wives, when he had rights only to the meat or the woman. His
voracious appetite sparked hostilities between people and gorillas and resulted
in human banishment of gorillas to the forest.37
Baka forest peoples, also living in the southeastern Cameroon and northern Gabon, similarly populated their origin stories with gorillas and chimpanzees.They contended that among the original Baka ancestors was Chimpanzee
(seko), whose “crazy” behavior offended all:“He acted out of control. He lashed
out in every direction, broke everything, climbed everywhere, cried out for no
reason, jumped everywhere, without being aware of the dangers.”38 When he
abducted the baby girl of the Baka deity Komba, the deity punished him, relegating him to the level of animals. Although this origin story again reflects on
the common origins and social lives that people and great apes once shared,
it also comments on the rapacity and lack of restraint of chimpanzees and gorillas in order to explain their exile from human society. Even after Chimpanzee’s exile, Baka human ancestors continued to interact with the neighboring
village of “fur-bearing primates,” which included Chimpanzee (seko), Gorilla
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(ebobo), and Monkey (kema). This story, too, reveals a fluidity between human
and animal worlds. In contrast to the previous narrative, a deity—not people—
wielded the authority to cast Chimpanzee from human society because of
his rapacity and lack of restraint. But that exile was incomplete, because the
human-ape interactions continued.
Great apes also appear as powerful actors in human history. Bangando peoples of southeastern Cameroon have recounted their nineteenth-century migrations, when their ancestors were subject to violence precipitated by the Sokoto
Caliphate’s centralization and ensuing competition for slaves and trade in forest
resources in the grasslands north of the forest zone.The Caliphate’s activities exerted pressures on savanna and northern forest societies, which in turn engaged
in mutual slave raiding and competition for forest resources. Oral historical testimonies recount that Bangando clans fled through the forest-grassland mosaic
of the Sangha River region, moving deeper into the forest of the Congo River
basin. Members of the bo dawa clan (clan of primates) recount that their ancestors
were rescued by chimpanzees, which heard the people’s calls of distress. From
their vantage point high in the forest canopy, the chimpanzees were able to guide
Bangando ancestors away from the invaders, leading them to safety deep in the
forest. Bo dawa clans members still abstain from eating the meat of all monkeys
and great apes, citing continuing respect for the ancestral chimpanzees that rescued their vulnerable forebears.39
Some northern forest societies have expressed respect for great apes’
knowledge of forest plants and trees. In both southwestern Central African
Republic, Mpiemu healers contended in the 1990s that they would observe
the behavior of gorillas and chimpanzees to learn about the locations and
properties of foods and medicinal plants in the forest.40
Societies in the northern forest have sought to appropriate great ape
power, but this time to bolster male authority. During the 1960s, Fang people
in northern Gabon symbolically integrated gorillas’ power into men’s council
houses, the sites of male reproduction, by placing gorilla skulls on the central
support poles. This central support served as a spatial and symbolic anchor for
ceremonies; people entering or leaving the council house would lay a hand on
the pole, hoping to appropriate some of the gorilla’s power.41 The integration
of gorilla body parts into social and symbolic spaces echoes human domination of gorillas described in biomedical narratives. Violence undergirded this
appropriation of power: the skull was an object of power, but the gorilla itself
was dead. This practice is not isolated to northern Gabon: the anthropologist
Axel Kohler, working in nearby southern Congo in the early 2000s, observed
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that gorilla skulls in council houses served as a display of political authority and
to highlight a hunter’s prowess.42
Interactions between great apes and human beings also came with the
threat of dangerous, even disastrous consequences, including violence and
death. One account from northern Gabon explored the potential for interspecies collaboration, even as it quarried human (and perhaps simian) fears of
interspecies contact. In this story, a mother could not undertake work in her
garden day after day because her sobbing, inconsolable baby required constant
and undivided attention. An empathetic gorilla, however, emerged from the
forest and offered to care for the baby so that the mother could finish her
work. But the gorilla warned the woman, “Never tell anyone [of my help] . . .
or else bad things will happen to you and your child. Death does not come
from the forest, but from the village.”43 The gorilla comforted the woman’s
baby throughout the day, allowing the woman to work in her field.That night,
unable to resist telling her husband of the extraordinary events, she confided
in him. The man surreptitiously followed his wife to the field the following
day, to find the gorilla calming the baby in her arms, just as his wife had described. Gripped by the fear that the gorilla would harm the baby, the husband
fired his rifle at the gorilla, accidentally killing his own child. By highlighting
the gorilla’s capacity for empathy and the woman’s capacity for trust, the tale
suggests that people and apes shared qualities that made interspecies intimacy
and cooperation possible. However, the tale’s tragic conclusion emphasizes that
despite these shared capacities, ultimately people and apes simply could not
engage in such close interactions, which would result only in violence, destruction, and tragedy.
Fears about the mingling of humans and great apes may also reflect and
be buttressed by long-term material struggles between people and apes over
forest spaces and resources. In the middle Sangha river basin forest, stories of
gorillas becoming ensnared in hunting nets and then attacking and injuring
hunters have circulated for many decades, among Swedish missionaries in the
1930s and ’40s and among hunters and trappers in the 1990s. In southeastern
Cameroon in the late 1990s, Bangando peoples explained a particular instance
of interspecies competition. During the short, dry season, the ripening bush
mangoes (Irvingia excelsa) attract apes and smaller monkeys but also bring Bangando and Baka families into the forest to harvest them. To prevent direct
contact between people and apes, parents exhorted their children to sing songs,
dance, and play games rambunctiously while they lived in forest camps, frightening the apes away. People expressed considerable urgency in keeping gorillas
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and chimpanzees at a safe distance from the stands of mango trees, not only
because these apes posed competition for food but also because in the context
of contemporary ape (and other bushmeat) hunting, parents feared gorillas’
aggressive attacks on their families.44 Like some of the preceding narratives,
this one portrays human beings and great apes alike as powerful actors in a
competition for food and forest spaces, and it reflects an abiding anxiety over
the potentially violent consequences of this competition.
Great Apes and Infectious Spaces

A sense of anxiety and danger manifested itself in certain narratives that linked
space and resource competition between people and great apes with human
illness. Some of the evidence from naturalist and missionary archives in the
1930s and ’40s, and from ethnographic accounts in the late 1990s and 2000s,
indicate that contact with great apes can sometimes bring nefarious health
consequences, ranging from persistent coughs and dysentery to sleeping sickness. At other times, such interspecies contact may affect human health but
for reasons that have less to do with destructive human “contact” with apes
and more to do with active competition among people, or between people
and great apes.We explore here the logic behind these etiologies by examining
sleeping sickness in the 1930s and ’40s and Ebola virus in the first decade of
the 2000s.
From the early twentieth century through the 1940s, parts of the northern
equatorial African forest experienced persistent epidemics of sleeping sickness.45 In 1929, Henry Raven, a curator for the American Museum of Natural
History and a zoology lecturer at Columbia University, traveled to the forests
of Lomié, Dja, and Abong Mbang in southeastern Cameroon to collect gorilla
and chimpanzee specimens for the museum. In one chapter of In Quest of
Gorillas titled “Gorillas, Men and Sleeping Sickness,” Raven maintained that
gorillas and Africans competed for the same ecological spaces, but that the introduction of firearms and Western medicine to control sleeping sickness gave
human beings an advantage over gorillas:
As the native population increased, new villages would be formed and
more clearings made. Then epidemics would occur, killing off great
numbers of natives, and their gardens would be neglected to run into
secondary growth. The gorillas, with a constitution so nearly like that
of man that they can find more food in human plantations than in the
virgin forest, would move into these deserted clearings. There with
an abundance of food they throve and congregated, to such an extent
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eventually that if only a few natives remained they were actually driven
out because of their inability to protect their crops against gorillas. But
with the advent of the white men’s government, with the distribution
of firearms among the natives, preventive medicine and the treatment
for epidemic and infective diseases, man has the upper hand at present in
this age-long struggle.46

	Raven thus celebrated the triumph of colonial medicine and technology over disease, and of human dominion over animals. But this triumph was
seemingly undercut by another dynamic, described by African assistants to the
expedition and to villagers visiting Raven’s camp: the ravages of sleeping sickness and shifting frontiers of gorilla and human habitation.47 Raven’s central
African assistants alerted him to these patterns of sleeping sickness and gorilla
and human colonization of forest sites. Indeed they warned him not to investigate a part of the forest with high gorilla population densities because
people that went there died of sleeping sickness. I had been told that there were
no inhabitants. . . . When we reached there I found a deserted hut by the
roadside, but all about was the densest type of jungle and the remains of a
great many native houses that had tumbled down. (Emphasis added)48

What then happened must have convinced Raven’s assistants that their
fears were well founded. The day after arriving in the forest inhabited by
gorillas, Raven fell sick with a host of illnesses, including sleeping sickness.49
It appears, however, that the assistants’ etiology of sleeping sickness differed
from Raven’s. Raven contended that people and great apes competed for
specific forest spaces, but then sleeping sickness epidemics ravaged human
populations, so that they could no longer cope with an advancing frontier of
gorilla settlement. But his assistants suggested something different: that people
traveling to particular sites with high gorilla densities could fall ill from sleeping sickness.Whether the site was “sick”—or whether the presence of gorillas
made it so—is unclear.
This linkage between human-ape competition for habitable spaces and illness
was echoed on the other bank of the Sangha river, in southwestern Ubangi-Shari
(now Central African Republic). According to the Catholic priest Monseigneur
Sintas, gorillas far outnumbered people in the upper Sangha basin forest, and
these great apes “love[d] to amuse themselves by terrorizing women and children.”50 Commenting on the ravages of sleeping sickness and the consequent
human depopulation of the forests, Sintas observed,“For hundreds of kilometers,
one encounters no other inhabitants except for gorillas and chimpanzees, who
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establish their habitats among the old villages and old plantations of those who
were once called the Mbimous.”51 Sintas’s writings suggest that his assistants
and Catholic followers influenced considerably his perceptions, although we can
only speculate whether they suggested that sleeping sickness cleared these spaces
of human habitation, leaving them open for recolonization by gorillas.
Hence, whereas Raven optimistically highlighted the role of weapons and
medicines in giving humans an ultimate upper hand in the competition for
forest resources, Sintas, writing a decade later, emphasized the receding frontier
of human habitation, and a concomitant wave of gorilla colonization as the
result of sleeping sickness epidemics. Although their assistants’ and followers’
influence remains murky, it appears that in both cases, gorillas were clearly the
more powerful agents of change, possibly by “infecting” spaces or by reaping
the rewards of human mortality from repeated epidemics.
Sleeping sickness epidemics in the Sangha basin waned in the 1950s, but
have reemerged in recent decades.52 No biomedical studies to our knowledge
link gorillas and sleeping sickness, but ethnohistorical research may nonetheless
prove useful. It would be possible, for instance, to investigate these sites heavily
populated by gorillas. Is there something about the tsetse vector and local ecologies,
for instance, that facilitates trypanosomiasis transmission? Such a study might
permit researchers to study further the complex and changing relations between forest ecologies, tsetse vectors, and changing gorilla and human use of
these zones.53 Such questions, however, involve a radical decontextualization
of this “local knowledge,” extracting a single claim from a variegated body of
knowledge about gorillas and other great apes. If we isolate this single claim
(gorillas compete with people to inhabit particular “sick” landscapes) from a
broader range of conceptions of great apes, we risk losing sight of other equally
important concerns: people’s shared but ruptured histories with great apes, as
well as people’s anxieties about competition for forest resources with apes.
A second example addresses Ebola hemorrhagic fever outbreaks, which
many epidemiological and virological studies have traced to contact with infected great apes.54 The sole published ethnographic studies of equatorial
Africans affected by these outbreaks in the 2000s are by medical anthropologists
Barry Hewlett and Bonnie Hewlett. We draw heavily from their work below
to show how great apes figure into local etiologies of outbreak, but in ways
that differ substantially from evaluations by virologists and epidemiologists.55
The place that equatorial Africans attributed to great apes in Ebola virus
outbreaks varied across the region and over time. In southeastern Cameroon
where Stephanie Rupp conducted field research, hunters were aware of the
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1999 outbreak in Gabon through a shortwave radio broadcast of an international news report, but expressed doubt that contact with bodily fluids of infected chimpanzees and gorillas could make them sick. Nevertheless, when the
Hewletts were conducting “outbreak ethnography” in the Republic of Congo
in 2003 and northern Gabon in 199756 (where the outbreak’s origins began
with hunters exposed to the infected flesh of gorillas or antelopes), informants
did recognize that great apes were also afflicted by Ebola virus.57 Moreover,
in the Gabonese outbreak, they had detailed knowledge of the index case—a
hunter who had found a dead gorilla in the forest and had brought it back to
his village to share it with others.
But the Hewletts’ informants in Gabon and Congo explained the illness in
diverse ways, although we focus here primarily on great apes.58 In Gabon, ezanga
(“bad human-like sprits that cause illness in people who accumulate [things] and
do not share”) figured prominently in explanations. As the Hewletts explained,
“Persons who are jealous of the material wealth or sociopolitical power of others
can secretly send ezanga to eat their internal organs, making them sick or die.”59
Significantly, ezanga “can also transform people into chimps, gorillas, or elephants—agents that can cause sickness in others.”60 Hence, we see again a much
older fluidity between human and ape realms, wherein human contact with a
dead ape can cause devastating illness, but the agent of that illness is neither a
chimp nor a gorilla, but rather another (envious) person. In Congo the researchers found that explanations shifted over a relatively short period of time. Some
informants began to argue against sorcery or other supernatural explanations,
arguing that the outbreak was caused by an ekono, an illness caused by contact
with polluted people or substances, or more gravely, by an opepe, an epidemic in
which the infective substances is transmitted by air or wind.61 As Barry Hewlett
and Melissa Leach later observed, these explanations for Ebola combine local
cultural models for the infection and disease—contact with pollution and transmission by malevolent wind—with biomedical models of hemorrhagic fevers as
spread by contact with contaminated body fluids of great apes.62
Specific claims about gorilla or great ape involvement in transmitting a
particular illness are part of a broader, complex, and varied body of knowledge (and practice) about great apes in the northern equatorial forest. It may
be possible to extract specific claims, for instance, about gorillas and diseased
spaces, to be investigated by specialists exploring changing disease ecology. But
this effort would also isolate a single claim from a complex and sometimes
contradictory body of knowledge of these nonhuman primates. It would elide
the deep ambivalence that northern forest peoples appear to express—their
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anxieties over the risky and potentially treacherous consequences of contact,
but also the shared histories and the promise of social and material benefits.
This decontextualization would thus suppress the range of rich social, cultural,
and historical understandings of great apes.
Nevertheless, the Hewletts do identify numerous important contributions
that “outbreak anthropology” can make to efforts at outbreak control.63 Although people normally eat dead animals found in the forest, they did not
object to avoiding dead gorillas and chimpanzees during outbreaks. Complete
bans on game meat consumption, however, posed huge difficulties because of a
dearth of affordable protein; in the Republic of Congo, it also fanned mistrust
of game park officials. Among their many recommendations, the Hewletts
argued for continuing a ban on chimpanzee and gorilla consumption, but
not outlawing all game meat consumption during outbreaks. We would add
here that public health workers could mobilize this long-standing ambivalence
about great apes; they could communicate the risks of contact with infected
apes by drawing on the past and present stories that people tell about gorillas
and chimpanzees. And over the longer term, these understandings could help
initiate local and national reflection about great ape hunting in equatorial African forests and its control, particularly now that gorilla and chimpanzee populations have been decimated by Ebola virus.64 To be sure, ministry officials, local
authorities, antipoaching patrols, and conservationists all attest to the difficulty
of controlling great ape hunting, particularly when hunters come from outside
of these forest regions and are so heavily armed. Allocating resources not just
for antipoaching efforts but also for developing alternative economic opportunities could lighten hunting pressure on great apes. But most important, the
multifaceted narratives about contact with great apes could draw attention
away from stigmatizing criticisms of equatorial African hunting practices, and
instead focus attention on the poverty and political marginalization that populations in the northern forest face.65 At the very least, international investment
in local health infrastructures and personnel could make a major difference in
the precarious health of northern forest populations.
±
This chapter offers some ethnographic and historical perspectives on human-ape contact as the source of host shifts, infectious disease epidemics, and mortality. We show that biomedical researchers have asserted that
in the recent past anthropogenic change has provoked host shifts that have
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devastated human and great ape populations alike; from these assertions, they
project an uncertain future of further host shifts, epidemics, and dwindling
great ape populations in the equatorial African rain forests. This imagined future has critical global health implications, for it justifies additional funding for
future research, and it is used to exert political pressure on central African states
to suppress great ape hunting.
The foreshortened time frame is deeply misleading. It fails to consider
twentieth-century human mobility and great ape hunting in the context of
longer historical continuities. A longer-term historical perspective casts doubt
on these suppositions of an early twentieth-century watershed in people-ape
relations. It can also signal other important changes contributing to cross-species
transmission: climatic and environmental changes, shifting land uses, local institutions, poverty, and changing health care resources and personnel.66 Investigating these changes is important because it may well lead to more nuanced,
locally contextualized understandings of patterns of host shifts and infectious
disease outbreaks. At the same time, global health efforts to predict and control
host shifts will invariably fall short; these shifts are too complex, too varied, and
too unpredictable to manage.
Some northern equatorial forest societies have understood their interactions with great apes as characterized by long-term material and sociocultural
exchanges and expropriations. Northern forest peoples have emphasized that
they share much with apes: histories of origin and kinship, cohabitation, and
forest knowledge, but they also have long engaged in competition fraught
with anxiety and danger. Their narratives express a deep ambivalence about
gorillas and chimpanzees, because these animals are active agents in human
lives, capable of making their actions felt in human worlds. Etiologies of infectious diseases, including sleeping sickness and Ebola virus, seem to draw
from these foundations.
Such insights can be integrated into global health interventions. People
living in the forests in proximity to great apes and near sites of outbreaks
frequently know much about local ecologies and epidemiologies. Such local
claims should also be understood in the terms through which they are expressed, as part of a broad, varied body of knowledge about great apes. We
have suggested above some productive ways that this knowledge may be used
to communicate the risks of zoonotic disease transmission, to raise debates
about hunting practices within the northern forest, or to deflect attentions
from these practices to genuinely pressing concerns about woefully inadequate
health care infrastructures in this region.
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